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Thoreau Theatre 
Your Guide to the Department 

Middle School Theatre at its best! 

 

 
 

This is the symbol for Troupe # 89294 of the International 

Thespian Honor Society. The ITS is the Theatre Arts Honor society 

and is international in scope and has had over 2.3 million students 

inducted since our founding in 1929. You must, of course, earn your 

way into this organization. This document will give you some ideas 

as to how this is done. Be sure that you meet the officers right 

away so you know who they are. 

 

 

 

THE PERFORMING ARTS DEPARTMENT  
 

Thoreau isn’t just Theatre. I know that comes as a surprise to some but it’s true. Thoreau Theatre is 

a part of the larger performing arts department at Thoreau Middle School. The other components 

are: Band, Orchestra and Chorus. Together, along with Theatre, we represent the talent and learned 

skills that are presented live, on stage, in front of audiences by performers. The “fine” arts are static 

artistic areas of endeavor that produce physical creations that come directly from the artist such as 

photography, painting, sculpture, etc. The four performing arts departments at Thoreau support 

each other as much as possible. 

 

 

WHAT’S GOING ON HERE?  
 

A lot of students participate in Theatre Arts here at Thoreau and you’ve joined the ranks. There are 

many things to become involved with. I’ll speak about those so that you are at least, somewhat 

familiar with them and can choose to see if you wish to participate in or perhaps even lead them. 

This document is one of your 

keys to Thoreau Theatre. The 

other key is involvement. 

Theatre is participatory. Can 

you imagine being in the 

marching band and just 

sitting there, not playing an 

instrument or marching? Of 

course not. If you’re in the 

band, you play, if you’re in 

Theatre, you participate! It’s 

that simple.  

You have wide variety of 

technical crews to join, 

productions to audition for 

and memories to make. Read 

this document to find out how 

this department works. 

. –Ms. Cunningham 

THE KEY TO 

SUCCESS 
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THE CLASSES  
 

You can take Theatre classes all both years at Thoreau. We have two classes for 7th graders and two 

for 8th graders. The classes are where the action is. You’ll learn a lot. You’ll get to know me, Ms. 

Cunningham, very well. You’ll begin to sound like an expert on theatre, how it works, its history, the 

performing aspects, the design and technical aspects, etc. You’ll learn how to work as a team and 

how to create a world on stage. The classes are where you fine tune your skills and become 

comfortable working on a performing on the stage. Most importantly, the classes are where you are 

able to work directly with others who share your interests. 

 

THE THEATRE OR “CAFETORIUM”  
 

It’s not the best Theatre in the world by far. We know it’s very hard to see the stage during shows – 

but sadly, we have no control over that. Our silver lining is that the stage is almost always available 

for us to use, and allows students to get some practice up on an actual stage, instead of say…a 

lecture hall. It seats 500 people fairly comfortably and allows us to have lots of flexible with the 

acting. A word of caution: don’t ever eat or drink on the stage. 

 

THE BLACK BOX  
 

Cool, huh? A classroom named the “Black Box!” Why is it a box? We’ll is sort of shaped like one. Why 

is it black? Well, because we occasionally perform in there and when the lights go down, you don’t 

want the audience to be looking at brightly colored walls with pictures of ponies or something so we 

paint it black.  

 

It has a “light grid” so we can put real stage lights in there and use the student seating for 

audiences. Obviously, it’s where most of the theatre classes are held but we occasionally move onto 

the stage for various activities. A word of caution: don’t ever eat or drink in here either.  

 

THE CREW CHIEFS 
 

Who are these “Crew Chiefs” that you keep hearing about? Basically, these are the people in charge 

of a certain technical area related to a production (play). One crew chief might be in charge of lights, 

another costumes, and another sound and so on. These are Theatre students chosen to lead based on 

their interest in a specific technical area. An interview with Ms. Cunningham gets you on the way to 

becoming a Crew Chief. All Crew Chiefs are in an area of responsibility and must lead other 

students. 

 

THE CREWS  
 

The crews are where the show really gets created by Madison students. Who can sign up for a 

Thoreau Theatre Technical Crew? Well, any Thoreau Middle school student can sign up. However, 

certain crews only require certain amounts of people to crew them.  

 

The larger crews are usually Set, Paint, Publicity/Fund Raising and House Management. Smaller 

crews are often Lights, Sound, and Stage Management. The Deck Crew can be huge or very, very 

small depending on the show. Costumes, Properties, and Hair/ Makeup can vary in size depending 

on the needs of the production.  

 

Thoreau Theatre Arts students fill these positions first but any Thoreau student in good standing 

with the school can join a crew if there is still space available. Do you truly need to already know 

"tech stuff" to be a part of a crew? Not at first, no. You'll be shown safety procedures that go along 
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with your crew. However, if you are inexperienced otherwise, you will learn by doing like others on 

the crew. The Crew Chief will be the main person you will work with during the production. There 

will almost always be other more experienced students who you will be working with who will help 

you as you help them.  

 

THE SEASON  
 

Thoreau Theatre has started a tradition of alternating types of plays for a fall show and a spring 

musical. Every other year, we do a fall show written by William Shakespeare. On occasion, we will 

do a classic play other than Shakespeare such as a Greek tragedy. When not in our Shakespeare 

year, we shift to perform a more modern piece (from the 20th or 21st centuries). So a “cycle” might 

look like:  

 

Shakespeare / Musical,  

Modern Comedy / Musical,  

Shakespeare / Musical,  

Modern Drama / Musical.  

 

So, if you participate in all four of your Middle School mainstage shows from 7th to 8th grade, you will 

have done two musicals, one Shakespeare productions and a modern drama or comedy.  

 

THE FALL PRODUCTION  
 

This is the large mainstage production that kicks off the new year (season) at Thoreau. The fall show 

is something the International Thespian Honor Society produces. To audition or be involved in tech, 

you need to be a member (or aspiring member). You might hear it sometimes referred to as the 

straight show or the straight play. This simply means that it’s not a “musical” and contains little or 

zero singing and dancing. It comes at you fast -- the auditions are usually in the first couple of weeks 

of school and the show usually goes up (is done) in the last half of November or first week in 

December. 

 

THE MUSICAL  
 

As springtime rolls around, so does the annual musical. This is often a big show with (predictably) 

singing, dancing and (hopefully) acting. Do you already have to know how to sing and dance? Not 

necessarily? Some of our most memorable actors in musicals started off very fresh to the concept. 

The rehearsal period is a bit longer, due to complexity, and we are joined by a vocal director, a 

choreographer (dance coach) and previous students (high schoolers) who assist in all aspects of the 

show. The auditions are a bit different as they are spread out into dancing, singing and acting over 

the course of three days. They usually roll around in late December or early January but can occur 

much earlier depending on the scheduling. The production is usually performed in very late April or 

early May.  

 

THESPIAN HONOR SOCIETY  
 

According to legend, Thespis was the first Greek actor who stepped out from the Chorus roughly 

2500 years ago and became the first individual actor. Since then, all actors are known as “thespians” 

in his honor. The International Thespian Honor Society Troupe at Thoreau has been in operation 

since April 2015. To join, you must earn “points” -- specifically 10 or more points -- in at least two 

different “areas” such as publicity and acting. You can use these points to become an inducted 

member of the Society if you wish.  
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The Honor Society meets twice monthly, hosts events, performs fund raising and many other tasks. 

There is a set of officers who are elected at the end of each year. In June, there is a formal induction 

ceremony for all new members.  

 

THE NEW YORK TRIP  
 

At some point during the year, students who participate in the Advanced Theatre Arts class often 

take a trip to New York to see a selection of Broadway shows, theatre workshops and the sights and 

sounds of New York in general. 

 

THE WEBSITE  
 

Thoreau Theatre has a website at: www.thoreaudrama.com. It’s important that students, parents 

Crew Chiefs, actors, Crew members visit this site regularly as it contains resources, FAQ, a 

calendar, etc. relevant to the current production 

 
THE END OF THE YEAR BANQUET  
 

At the same time of the Thespian Honor Society induction, we hold a social event known as the End 

of the Year Banquet and Ceremony We have a lot of fun at this banquet. We give away awards -- 

both funny and serious ones -- and eat a lot. At the end, there’s usually dancing and loud music so 

that’s a plus. We hold it in the cafeteria at Thoreau Middle School. It usually goes from about 6:00 to 

8:00 or so. Students are expected to dress up and bring a dish to share. 


